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This year marks our second year in the clothing business. It will be an exciting experience 
this year sharing the art of fresh. We will get more goods produced, throw social events 
and finally have and official lifestyle photoshoot! This summer, you should expect us 
to produce a lot of goods including other material then just shirts. With our shirts and 
other products, we want to make goods that are friendly to the environment. Once we 
are able to make our clothing in large quantities, we want to make sure the materials live 
up to our name and are made with a Green standard in all ways possible.

So far, the Green Hill has produced around 350 shirts. We have people wearing our 
goods in the USA, Japan, Germany and Bahrain. This is a personal favorite achievement 
because we want to be recognized as an international clothing line. Thanks to social 
networking websites like Twitter, Facebook and other blog websites, we can share our 
clothing line to fans world wide!

Along with gaining popularity and getting our name out, I have worked on projects, 
including helping out a charity drive. We teamed up with the HopeFirst Foundation, and 
Kona Bike to design a graphic for a shirt called “Bikes To Africa”. I love to get our name 
out and become successful, but it is most important to me to help out the world through 
art. The next charity drive we want to help will be for the people of Tibet.

Enjoy this lookbook and celebrate the Art of Fresh! 

 - Kellen Peterson

the green hill



THE COVER
The third Green Hill 
magazine features our 
very own Baby Ninja 
wearing this spring and 
summer’s hot colors 
of the year, teal and 
grey! He is on the cover 
because his full body 
is revealed on the next 
page. Baby Ninja started 
out as just a head and 
finally has a body to 
run around with! Other 
information in this magazine is shown on this cover behind 
Baby Ninja. This magazine is full of fun so make sure to check 
out the interview with GMK, the USA vs. Canada battle, Bikes 
to Africa design, the musician collaboration photos, and of 
course, our mockups of new designs for future shirts!

FRESHLY PRESSED GOODS
We have 5 new shirts ready for you to wear. The Phantom Shark shirt features a shark wearing a G chain with a large bite 
taken out of it on a aquatic blue shirt. The Night in Japan shirt is a colorful design with 3 neon colors integrated together, 
saying Green Hill, ‘Midori Oka’, in Japanese with a photo taken in Tokyo at night. Both the Phantom Shark and Night in 
Japan shirts are now available for ladies! We also have 3 different colorways for the 206 shirts that represent the greatest area 
in the USA, Seattle! These shirts are all great to wear this summer to show local pride and for wearing at Seattle sport games!

Social Networks!
We have had a Facebook, Twitter and 
Wordpress page for a while but have 
recently taken these to the next level 
with many of updates to all of our fans of 
release dates, information on our company 
and anything fun, funny or interesting to 
us! It’s important now days to keep people 
updated with the news for the moment. 
Make sure to follow and view our sites and 
be informed on our Fresh News!
 
Facebook: facebook.com/pages/The-
Green-Hill/67759711496

Twitter: twitter.com/ghclothes

Wordpress: thegreenhill.wordpress.com/









a special interview.
Photos by Lindsey Renaud

>>We were given a great opportunity to spend some time and get to know about a brilliant artist 
who goes by the name of GMK. Listen to his music and stay tuned for a future GMK&GHC 
collaboration coming soon! In the meantime, make sure to visit: gmkbrilliantreality.com.

>> What inspires you the most to make your music?

 << What inspires me the most to make music, is those around me and the idea if one 
person is influenced by my music who else can be and that in itself being unlimited. It’s truly 
a never ending quest, but I want that feeling to not just be contained/spread to one group of 
people, instead ALL people.

>> Was there a time and event when you came to realize that you were going to be an artist?

 << It was performing for a small group of people at a community center. The passion, the 
commitment I had to make them feel like they were suppose to be there and know one else. A 
few people stated to me they had too look behind them because they thought it was a crowded 
stadium or something of the sort. That’s when I knew.

>> What type of concerts are the most ideal for you? Large crowd, small crowd, outdoor, indoor?

 << For me the most ideal concert considering not fully experiencing a festival/outdoor 
style show would be a small intimate crowd. The sensation of a large crowd while gratifying at 
some point doesn’t compare to the strength of the connection of the smaller crowds. Where I can 
truly engage with each an every person. It seems the larger the more distant and blur it becomes.

>> What future plans do you have with your entertainment career?

 << Future plans in my career is to continue to reach new heights, audiences and take risk. 
I believe brilliance requires you to push for more. Taking good ideas and making them excellent. 
Creating songs and making them classic, timeless. My future is in the hands of the universe. I just 
continue to keep walking on my path.





Green Hill Clothes has tagged up with Hopefirst and Kona Bike to design a Crocodile, Gazelle, and a Baby 
Rhino all on an Africa Bike that will help assist middle and high schoolers in The Gambia to pedal their way 
to an education. Half of the bikes will be for girls, who are first in line for chores and last in line for school.

For every 2 bikes donated by you, Kona Bike will give the kids another bike!



Presenting
the

Spring/Summer 2010
Collection.



American G
SPSU10-001

Color Alt: black, blue, yellow

Canadian G
SPSU10-002

Color Alt: white, black

VS.

The battle is on for king of fresh. USA vs. Canada battle for the 
rights to win the crown by Green Hill Clothes and get first place 
in shirt printed. May the Best Country win!

Get your vote in at:
http://polldaddy.com/poll/3100495/!

Poll ends on 7/1/10



Enter the Chamber of Fresh
SPSU10-005

Color Alt: black, pink,  green

Ahoy
SPSU10-003

Color Alt: gray, yellow,  blue

Blue Boys
SPSU10-004

Color Alt: red, black, white

The Good.
SPSU10-006

Color Alt: black, yellow,  green

*special kung fu edition by the green hill



90210
SPSU10-009

Color Alt: black, pink,  green

QR the GHC
SPSU10-007

Color Alt: yellow, teal,  red

Kaze Elements “Water”
SPSU10-008

Color Alt: fire, wind, earth, sky 

3 by 2
SPSU10-010

Color Alt: pink , white, red, yellow



G-eopard
SPSU10-013

Color Alt: white, black

FGD=NYC (Ringer Edition)
SPSU10-011

Color Alt: yellow, red,  green

Strawberry waves
SPSU10-012

Color Alt: blue, teal, purple

Ninja Stand
SPSU10-014

Color Alt: red, blue, pink, yellow



Seattle at bat
SPSU10-017

Color Alt: white, grey,  green

Soccer City
SPSU10-018

Color Alt: green, blue, grey, black

Seal Seattle Edition
SPSU10-015

Color Alt: black

Super Home 
SPSU10-016

Color Alt: black



The Green Hill celebrates it’s second year in business!










